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Twelve incredible Doctor Who stories for the long winter nights featuring an exclusive extra story
in the Time Lord Victorious arc!Christmas can mean anything . . .For Missy, it's solving murders
in 1909.For a little girl in Dublin, it's Plasmavores knocking at the door.For Davros, it's a
summons from the Doctor, who needs the mad inventor's help.The perfect collection for the
bleakest - and sometimes brightest - time of the year, these are the tales for when you're halfway
out of the dark . . .The perfect collection for the bleakest - and sometimes brightest - time of the
year, these are the tales for when you're halfway out of the dark . . .Written by popular children's
author, and lifelong Doctor Who fan, Dave Rudden, author of Twelve Angels Weeping.'The
perfect balance between tenderness and humour and terror and imagination - like the show at
its very, very best' - Guardian 'The comforting yet thrilling vibe of a Doctor Who Christmas
special TIMES TWELVE' - Deirdre Sullivan'A fascinating tale' - Screenrant

About the AuthorDave Rudden is a former actor, teacher and time-displaced Viking currently
living in Dublin. He is the author of the award-winning Knights of the Borrowed Dark trilogy, and
enjoys cats, adventure and being cruel to fictional children. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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CANARIESAbout the AuthorDave Rudden is a former actor, teacher and time-displaced Viking
currently living in Dublin. He is the author of the award-winning Knights of the Borrowed Dark
trilogy, and enjoys cats, adventure and being cruel to fictional children.PRAISE FOR DAVE
RUDDEN‘Scary and funny – my two favourites. Dave Rudden is more than a rising star, he is a
shooting star’Eoin Colfer‘[Knights of the Borrowed Dark] is action-packed, atmospheric and
powerfully imagined. But it is most notable for writerly wit and unexpected turns of phrase … this
is engaging storytelling for any age’Sunday Times‘Dave Rudden writes brilliantly: his sentences
are full of surprises, his ideas are shiny and fluid or sharp and shocking’Times Educational
Supplement‘Rudden is an author to watch. Knights of the Borrowed Dark is a pacy, entertaining
read, but it has heart too’Guardian‘Wonderful style. Reminded me of Douglas Adams’R. L. Stine,
author of the Goosebumps seriesThis book is dedicated to anybody who has ever been told that
writing fan fiction is a waste of time.ForewordUNIT scientist Petronella Osgood is one of my very
favourite characters in Doctor Who, so it is a lucky thing indeed that I have the good fortune of
being the actress who gets to play her. From the very first moment I put on her lab coat
(complete with ink stain on the breast pocket) and donned her large black-rimmed glasses, I felt
I had found a friend. A friend that I have been lucky enough to meet several times now on the
television screen, in audio plays and, more recently, in video games. And now, I get to read
about her adventures in this book!I am so delighted that Dave Rudden has chosen to include
Osgood in this beautiful collection of Doctor Who Christmas stories and I hope that you, dear
reader, will enjoy her festive escapades as much as I did.‘For The Girl Who Has Everything’ is a
wonderful insight into Osgood’s first month at UNIT – her ‘origin story’, if you will. In these pages
we see the first sparks of the brave and intelligent woman that is destined to become a friend
and ally of the Doctor. And, perhaps even more importantly, we see the moment that Kate
Lethbridge-Stewart, UNIT’s Commander in Chief, spots something in this young scientific officer
and decides to take her under her wing – a moment that will change Osgood’s life forever.And
yes (of course) there are monsters, and yes (naturally) there is sciencey stuff, but there is also a
touching glimpse into Osgood’s home life and her complicated relationship with her sister.
Because, let’s be honest, who hasn’t been exasperated by their families at Christmas?When I’d
finished ‘For The Girl Who Has Everything’, it left me feeling that I knew Osgood a little better.
And isn’t that after all, what a good story is supposed to do?I will say this though – the story left
me wanting to know the answer to one particularly burning question: Is the scarf that she finds
THE scarf? I know what I think.All that’s left for me to say is I hope that you enjoy reading about



Petronella Osgood as much as I enjoy playing her. Oh, and look out for the best Christmas
jumper joke you’ll ever read.All my love,Ingrid OliverIntroductionTHE WINTERTIME
PARADOXDoctor Who is a show about …Well. That’s kind of a moving target. Oh, generalities
are easy. It’s a show about a time traveller. That’s certainly true. But there are lots of shows about
time travellers. We’ll need to be more specific.What about genre? OK, that’s easier. It’s science
fiction. Isn’t it? Well, yes. Except for when it’s horror, obviously. Or comedy. Or drama. Or fantasy.
Or all the above at the same time. Doctor Who changes genre with all the wit and charisma and
sleight of hand of a magician changing cards, until you can’t help but be swept along with the
trick.And, speaking of magicians, we can at least be certain of the main character, right? Doctor
Who is a show about the Doctor, of course. Except for when it’s not. And even when it is you’ve
got thirteen to choose from – except for when there’s fourteen, or fifteen, and maybe a whole lot
more.There’s a reason why the show keeps advising you to run. It’s not because of the monsters.
It’s so you can keep up.It’s a little easier, therefore, if we get specific. If we talk about what Doctor
Who is about to you. People light up when you ask them that, which is funny because usually the
very next thing they’ll tell you is about how Doctor Who scared them so badly they had to hide
behind the couch, or about how sad they were to see a Doctor leave. Sometimes, they’ll tell you
what they don’t like about Doctor Who, and even then they complain with the peculiar, granular
delight of someone complaining about a friend they dearly love.And, if you’ve never heard of
Doctor Who and are simply picking up this book because you are a fan of paradoxes, or of
Christmas, or because you liked Alexis’s stunning cover, then there’s something lovely about
that too, because Doctor Who is a show built on new beginnings. Every episode is the beginning
of someone’s story – a companion’s, a civilian’s, a monster’s – and any Doctor can be your first.
Don’t worry, confusion is normal. You’re travelling with the Doctor now. They don’t really know
where they’re going, and neither should you. If you experience things out of order, that’s OK. In
fact, it’s kind of on-brand.My favourite thing about Doctor Who is the occasional allusion to other
adventures. Sometimes, a reference will be to an actual story. Other times, it’s just a joke (I’m
looking at you, Zodin). Every now and then, an allusion will end up inspiring a new storyline,
which means that it was a reference, but just appeared before the story it was referencing.
Again, very on-brand.Interacting with Doctor Who on any level feels like stepping into a house –
a huge, sprawling, beautiful, contradictory mansion built and maintained and added to by
thousands upon thousands of hands. You can’t have time travel without paradoxes, and one of
the biggest nestled at the heart of Who is this: the more you explore, the more you realise there
are always more rooms you have yet to reach.Paradoxes crop up a lot in this book. Not just in the
narrative tying the stories together, but in the stories themselves. In Stormcage, a father and his
daughter will find normality in shared strangeness. In Edinburgh, a series of murders will remind
a Time Lord that only her worst enemy can be her best friend. At the end of five Christmases, the
Doctor will learn that the only way to move forward is to finally go home.Here are twelve short
stories – twelve glimpses into twelve different rooms in that weird, glorious, sprawling mansion,
which is still being added to, even as we speak. I hope you like them.Dave Rudden, May



20201He’s Behind YouIt was said, in the dark corners of the universe, that the fury of a Time
Lord could burn worlds.It was whispered, in rad-lairs and necro-domes and other shadowy
refuges too dangerous to name aloud, that the Time Lords had meddled so long and so deeply
with the fabric of the cosmos that their will had become a law unto itself.The rage of Gallifrey was
a celestial event. No being could stand against it, no more than one could weather a black hole’s
hunger or the fury of a newborn star.And, of all those wayward, volatile children of Time, none
was more feared than the Doctor, for his fury had burned the Time Lords themselves.‘What do
you mean,’ he whispered, ‘you “don’t like panto”?’Rose Tyler shrugged. ‘Just think it’s a bit silly,
that’s all.’Cyan lights chased each other around the walls. Honey-hued pillars curled from floor to
ceiling, like nerve endings or candy floss under a microscope. But what the inside of the TARDIS
really reminded Rose of was the ferry she and her mum had taken to France when she was
eight, and they’d sat there in what could have been a shopping centre, except for the hidden
engines vibrating everything from the tea in their flasks to little Rose’s little bones.That was what
it was like being in the TARDIS. She’d had chips here. They’d hooked her MP3 player up to the
console and blasted Destiny’s Child across the cold vacuum of space. But you never stopped
feeling that vibration. You never forgot you were crossing a deep and dangerous sea.‘Silly?’ the
Doctor repeated, his new face scrunching around the word as if someone had soaked it in lemon
juice. ‘Silly? No, no, no. It’s not silly. It’s theatre. You can be anything you want with theatre.’ He
grinned suddenly. ‘Buy a ticket to hear someone lie. It’s glorious.’Rose wasn’t quite used to that
smile. Her Doctor – her first Doctor – had worry etched so deep in his face that it seemed to
eclipse anything else he might be feeling. Part of that was just his face – that wonderful,
ridiculous face, like one of those eternally surprised birds of prey you saw on nature shows. And
part of it had just been him. Him and his memories. The memories he couldn’t run from, no
matter how far he fled.This Doctor, however, was different. Far more at ease, like he’d changed
those memories the way he’d changed his clothes. And they’d been on such a breathless whirl of
adventure these last few weeks that there were moments, amid the running and the peril and the
excitement, when Rose was troubled to find herself forgetting too. Forgetting that the reason the
Doctor had a new face at all was because he had sacrificed his old one for her.‘Come on,
Doctor,’ she said, shoving the thought to the back of her head. ‘All that running around, “Oh, yes
he is!”, “Oh, no he isn’t!” stuff?’The Doctor raised an eyebrow. She arched hers.‘He’s behind
yooooooouuuuu!’ they warbled in unison, then fell about laughing.‘Well, they usually are behind
you,’ the Doctor added, when their cackling had died down. ‘That’s just sound life advice. But,
come on. How can anyone hate panto?’Rose sighed. ‘Jericho Street Junior School,’ she said.
‘We were the only school around with a proper auditorium, so we did all the Christmas plays. I
was playing the Angel Gabriel – the narrator, basically – and …’ She blushed. ‘I was eight, OK?
And I panicked. All those faces looking at me, expecting me to know what to say, and I … just
choked. I think, if the teacher hadn’t come to take me off the stage, I’d still be standing there
frozen. Haven’t been in a theatre since.’‘Oh, Rose,’ the Doctor said. ‘I’m so sorry.’She shrugged.
‘It’s fine. Of course you love panto. You’re basically living in one – Doctor, why are you looking at



me like that?’‘I’ve just had an idea.’He spun away from her, fingers dancing across the controls,
and Rose grabbed a railing as the TARDIS began to heave and growl, a ship turning into the
storm.‘There’s a Christmas I’ve been meaning to visit. A play I’ve been meaning to see.’Course
set, he bounded past her as the deck of the timeship rolled and shook.‘Mind her for me for a
second, will you?’‘Um …’ Rose gave the console a wary look.It had only been a couple of weeks
since they’d faced the Dalek Emperor. Since Rose had stared into the TARDIS’s heart and
absorbed a power no human could survive, until the Doctor had taken it from her. Have you
forgiven me yet? she asked it silently. I wouldn’t blame you if you –‘Rose?’She turned.It had
helped her, in the weeks since the Doctor’s regeneration, to focus on the similarities between
one incarnation and the next. The differences were obvious. Her first Doctor had been all angles
and scruffy grace. He was quick to laugh, and even quicker to frown. He was very kind, and he
was very angry, and he never seemed sure which he was going to be from one moment to the
next.This Doctor was a little more … settled. Not older. Not his face anyway – he had the face of
someone who might have spent the early 2000s in a boy band. The one who did all the earnest
singing while everyone else in the music video got to laugh or ride mopeds. So, not settled, then.
Maybe more set. Less fragile. Those deep-lined worries smoothed away.Also, she saw, he was
now wearing a tuxedo.‘How did you change into that so fast?’ she said, finding to her shock that
she was blushing again.‘Time Lord,’ he offered airily. ‘Would you like one too?’He held out his
hand. She hesitated, then took it. Even his hands felt different.‘OK,’ she said. Above them, the
electric-blue pistons rose and fell. ‘What are we going to see?’THE SAGA OF THE TIME
LORDSTHIS CHRISTMAS, AN ANCIENT SPECIES RISES, THRIVES AND PASSES INTO
LEGEND BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES (OR EQUIVALENT SENSORY ORGAN).NO
INTERVALImagine a Christmas ornament the size of the moon. A scarlet sphere, dusted with
sparkles – each one a spotlight the size of a swimming pool – that send spears of light out into
the dark, flashing and spinning and flashing again as if signalling the stars to land. And, atop the
great, glittering orb, a palace glowing in crimson and shining gold.‘Welcome,’ the Doctor said
grandly, ‘to the Masque Magestrix.’They set the TARDIS down between a blocky Judoon patrol
ship and a sleek Draconian cruiser, then made their way up the curving plain to the palace. Its
gleaming gates were alive with flashing scarlet words.WITNESS THEIR MARVELSEXCLAIM AT
THEIR TRIUMPHSSPECULATE ON THEIR MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCEAround them,
other patrons milled about and chatted in a riot of shapes and species. Hulking reptiles in plate
armour waved great two-handed blades, arguing for exemption from the Masque’s anti-weapon
laws. A group of thirty-foot tall tripods patiently waited in line at one of a hundred floating
concession stands.And yet – for all the strange and wonderful creatures on display, and despite
the glowing starfield above them and the crimson alien landscape – it all felt oddly familiar.A
cluster of chittering larvae squeaked to each other like excited children on a school trip. A girl in
a gleaming mask made delicate notes in the corner of her programme. Two huge dragons
dipped their leathery snouts in fizzing, smoking glasses, clinging to each other with the fragile
delight of newlyweds. It felt just like waiting for a show to begin on Earth. Admittedly, Jericho



Street Junior School had fewer spaceships in orbit and smelled a lot more like school dinners,
but it never failed to impress Rose how, no matter how far they travelled, certain things turned
out to be the same.Similarities, she thought, as the Time Lord beside her patted his pockets,
muttering to himself about jelly babies. That’s how you hold on all the way out here.‘The Saga of
the Time Lords,’ Rose repeated, as the play’s title flashed up once again. ‘Isn’t this a bit like
watching a home movie for you?’ She looked around. ‘With really high production values?’‘From
what I’ve heard, it’s more like fan fiction,’ the Doctor said. ‘And don’t get me wrong. I love fan
fiction. You should read some of mine. But I sincerely doubt anybody here has ever actually met
a Time Lord, let alone been to Gallifrey.’‘So, it’s not going to be accurate?’ Rose said.‘Accurate?’
The Doctor snorted. ‘I hope not. I came here to be lied to, Rose Tyler. I mean, look at that.’He
pointed up at the glowing scarlet words, now announcing cast members and the Time Lords
they were playing:REMIERE DUPONT AS RASSILONTHE DASHINGCAMBO RAIMI AS
BROTHER BRAXIATELAND SHARA BETOMAX ASTHE HAND OF MEGNext were some safety
warnings:DO NOT ATTEND IF SUFFERING FROM THE FOLLOWING:CHRONAL
DISPLACEMENTELECTROMAGNETIC ANGSTSCURVYAnd, beneath it all, two simple
words:FAMOUSLY UNFINISHED‘Theatre in a nutshell, that is,’ the Doctor said with a grin. ‘It’s
only in show business that “famously unfinished” becomes a selling point. Like proudly
announcing you haven’t done your homework.’ Something like sadness flickered across his face.
‘Even if it’s not true.’‘Doctor?’‘Well.’ For a moment he looked like her old Doctor – tired and lonely
and a little angry at it all. ‘The saga is over. Isn’t it?’‘Greetings, entities! May I scan your purchase
confirmation and provide your tickets?’A primly smiling holographic attendant fizzed into view in
front of them, flickering like a fluorescent ghost. His features were human – or Time Lord, Rose
supposed – and he wore an ornate robe with a collar so high and curved he looked like a very
dignified dessert spoon.‘God, you were right about the accuracy,’ Rose said behind her hand,
trying to lighten the mood. ‘Is that what they think Time Lords wore?’The Doctor cleared his
throat. ‘Here you are.’He held up his psychic paper, and the ghostly attendant looked at it closely,
before clapping both hands together in a soundless drizzle of sparks.‘Forgive me, Doctor. I was
not informed you would be attending!’Rose and the Doctor exchanged glances.‘What’re you
betting?’ she murmured under her breath. Psychic paper was supposed to display whatever
credentials its bearer required; the Doctor’s, however, tended to be a little more … creative in the
roles it assigned. ‘Private investigators here for a murder?’‘Oh, I’d say it’s much worse than that,’
the Doctor responded. ‘Probably diplomats here to prevent an interstellar war.’The holographic
attendant beamed, executing a perfect bow. ‘To have the galaxy’s pre-eminent expert on
Gallifreyan culture attend our little show is such an honour –’The Doctor beamed back. ‘Well, I
–’‘Doctor Tyler,’ the attendant finished.The Doctor’s smile disappeared.‘Don’t mention it,’ Rose
said, grinning. ‘Really.’‘Oh, but it is!’ the attendant continued. He squinted at the psychic paper
still in the Doctor’s outstretched hand. ‘Doctor Rose Tyler, expert in time vortexes and –’ he
frowned – ‘lupine morality?’The Doctor gave the psychic paper an experimental shake. ‘Rose, I
think you might be confusing the paper. Side effect of the vortex, maybe. It thinks you’re a little bit



Time Lord.’The attendant’s brow furrowed in confusion, but before he could speak a great chime
rang through the air. More and more holographic attendants were shimmering into view. The
glowing words were flashing faster now, almost strobing. It seemed the show was about to
begin.‘Doctor Tyler?’ The attendant’s expression had gone from welcoming to shrewd, his
fingers dancing over a console on his wrist. ‘I have just consulted with my superiors, and they
have conveyed to me a very generous offer. How would you like a backstage tour?’The Doctor
held up his hands. ‘We wouldn’t like to get in the way –’‘Oh, not at all! And I don’t mind telling you
that a recommendation from such a respected expert of Gallifreyan culture would do wonders for
our reviews.’ He looked at his console again. ‘Perhaps I could even introduce you to Ms Betomax
herself?’Even as he spoke, the name SHARA BETOMAX appeared again in type so large it
barely fitted on the screen. Even Rose knew that, in panto-speak, that meant the actor named
was a big deal.Rose pretended to think for a moment. ‘Can I wear one of the silly collars?’A
pained look crossed the Doctor’s face.‘I am sure that can be arranged,’ the attendant said. He
snapped his fingers, and two thin plastic rectangles materialised before them. ‘Please take your
tickets. Do not misplace them, as they are used for the teleportation lock.’‘Teleportation lock?’
Rose asked.‘Oh yes,’ the Doctor said, as the other patrons around them began to vanish.
‘Everyone knows the worst part of going to the theatre is having to climb over people to your
seat. That’s why now it’s all done by –’All of a sudden, both Rose and the Doctor turned sideways
and disappeared.There was a dark and weightless moment, a feeling that was a little like being
in an elevator and a little like being in love, and then Rose was abruptly un-sidewayed like a
paper hat from a Christmas cracker.The golden palace and crowds of theatregoers were gone.
So, Rose realised, was the Doctor.She was alone.Alone in a rather ordinary-looking storeroom,
which was, by itself, not a reason to panic. Rose had spent enough time backstage (before what
her mum called her ‘little acting hiccup’) to know that the gilt and sparkles always faced out. The
inside of a theatre – the real inside, the bit the audience never saw – tended to be mostly peeling
floor tiles and cardboard boxes.No, that wasn’t the problem.The problem, she decided, was all
the Daleks staring at her.‘Hello,’ came a voice in clipped, arch tones. ‘You must be the expert.’In
theatres across the universe, it is common to have a code for when an important person is in the
audience. This important person might be a critic, or a famous actor, or a casting agent looking
for the next great star.Throughout the Masque Magestrix, the message was conveyed. Flesh
melted and ran. New faces were prepared.The correct audience had been detected.After so
long, the show could begin.‘More tea, my darling?’Rose nodded raptly.She was dimly aware that
this probably wasn’t the time for conversation. Someone or something had neatly separated her
from the Doctor. She had been teleported into the middle of a hundred Daleks. Admittedly, they
were prop Daleks, but this was not Rose’s first outing. Something was definitely
afoot.Unfortunately, it was rather hard to focus on this while Shara Betomax was in the
room.Shara Betomax, whose performance in The Empress Magdalene had spawned a new
religion overnight. Shara Betomax, who had played the famous outlaw Noon Speranza with such
grace that afterwards every script had been gathered up and fired into a sun so that no lesser



actor could ever sully the role. Shara Betomax, who had been cast as the lead in The Saga of
the Time Lords precisely because she could steal the show from a hundred Daleks. Shara
Betomax, who had the magnetism of a dwarf alloy star.She was small, and she was slight, and
each of her many wrinkles was as effortlessly elegant as the veins in polished marble.‘I never
used to pour my own tea,’ she explained, each word somehow sharp and soft at the same time.
‘Normally, a show would furnish me with an assistant. Sometimes two. Alas, that was in better
days. Now …’ She sighed a perfect sigh. ‘Now, I do panto.’‘I’m not much of a fan, either,’ Rose
said. She couldn’t think of anything else to say, and it was far easier and more pleasant just to
listen. Shara Betomax had that kind of voice. You could have cut up her syllables and used them
as currency.‘Madame Betomax?’The woman who popped her head round the door frame was
dressed exactly like Shara, her silver robes crowned by one of those dessert-spoon
headdresses. She held a walkie-talkie in her hand.‘Three minutes until curtain-up,’ she
said.‘Gabadine Tho,’ Shara explained. ‘My understudy. Gabadine, this is Doctor Tyler, an expert
in Time Lords who management rather rudely teleported in on top of me.’Rose started to
apologise, but the actor shook her head minutely. Even her scorn was stately.‘Not your fault, my
darling. The trials of my reduced station.’ She trailed off, confusion crinkling her brow.
‘Gabadine? What’s the matter?’The understudy had begun to shake. Her fingers drummed on
the door frame. Something moved under her features, distorting them the way the passage of a
shark ripples water.‘Time Lord,’ Gabadine whispered through gritted teeth. ‘Time Lord.’And then
her features dissolved into a swirl of flesh.Rose and Shara watched in horror as Gabadine’s face
became a foaming soup, her chin collapsing inwards, sucking in her hair like seaweed down a
drain. More whirlpools of skin opened in her stomach and palms, joining and spreading until her
whole body was a bubbling upright Jacuzzi full of boiling …Similarities.‘Plastic,’ Rose whispered,
then grabbed Shara Betomax as respectfully as she could. ‘We need to get out of here.’They
bolted.Behind them, the Auton screamed a trilling, atonal scream.As Rose Tyler and Shara
Betomax ran, The Saga of the Time Lords began.Rose knew the play had started because, as
they had fled from the storeroom – just one step ahead of the staggering, slavering Auton – the
loudest orchestra she had ever heard opened up seemingly right above their heads.The noise
was unbelievable. It physically vibrated her, like a struck bell. Rose swayed for a moment, reeling
at the assault, before she remembered that she was fleeing and should really keep fleeing. It
probably sounded very good if you were a few rows back, but at the minute all she could think
was that she’d been in quieter air raids.Shara grabbed her arm and pulled, dragging Rose
through a set of double doors.The din immediately lessened, though Rose’s head still rang. She
saw a mess of couches and tables, and realised they were in a green room – somewhere for
cast and crew to wait in between being called onstage. The scatter of cups and plates on the
tables gave the sense that the room had been very recently and suddenly evacuated, but
whether that was because The Saga had started or because people were turning into Autons
Rose wasn’t sure.‘Help me with this!’ Shara said, and the two of them pushed a couch in front of
the doors they had just come through.They were just in time. As soon as they stepped



backwards, the whole door frame jumped, shaking under the wet pounding of two plasticky
fists.‘Good thinking,’ Rose said.Shara Betomax tutted. ‘Did not the Empress Magdalene defend
the gate of her castle for three days armed with only a phase-sword and a hypershield?’‘I don’t
know,’ Rose said. ‘Did she?’‘No, actually,’ Shara said. ‘But I did when I was playing her, which is
roughly the same thing.’ Her brief look of amusement disappeared. ‘That was Gabadine. We’ve
been rehearsing together all year. I was talking her through a divorce. And she just …
changed.’‘It wasn’t Gabadine,’ Rose said. ‘It was an Auton. They like duplicating people. Was
Gabadine sick recently? Absent?’‘Not a day,’ Shara said, shaking her head. ‘We’ve been in each
other’s pockets for months.’ The look of queenly composure she had worn from the moment
Rose had met her faltered. ‘Do you … do you think the real Gabadine is alive somewhere?’Rose
placed a hand on Shara’s shoulder, shocked at just how small and thin it was. ‘It’s very
possible.’‘Then we need to figure out what this Auton wants,’ the older woman said firmly. ‘And
stop it.’‘Them,’ Rose said faintly. ‘Stop them. It’s usually a them situation.’ A chill went through her.
‘And, as for what they want …’Forgive me, Doctor. I was not informed you would be
attending.The error in the psychic paper that had teleported Rose right into the path of an
Auton.The look on Gabadine’s face, just before it had ceased to be a face and become a
sucking nightmare swirl.Time Lord. That was what it had said. Time Lord.‘I think they’re after my
friend,’ Rose said. ‘The Doctor. The real Doctor.’The doors jumped again, so violently the couch
was shoved a couple of centimetres back before they could right it.‘We need to find him,’ Rose
said.She looked around. There was another set of double doors identical to the ones they had
just come through, and a metal service elevator.‘Do you know where we are?’Shara nodded. ‘It’s
a simple layout – one circle on top of another. Above us is the stage. This level is all storage and
dressing rooms. Through there –’ she pointed at the other set of double doors – ‘is the system
control room.’Rose’s eyes narrowed. ‘Is that where the teleporter controls are?’‘Yes.’ Betomax
stiffened as the cacophony above changed in tone. ‘That’s the overture finishing. I’m expected
onstage soon.’Life-and-death situations tended to provoke a lot of odd reactions, but even to
Rose this was a new one. ‘You can’t seriously be thinking of going out there to act, can you?’The
doors shook again, the Auton keening against them with a fierce, animal need.‘The show must
go on, my darling,’ Shara said. ‘You don’t understand. I’m playing the Hand of Meg – the most
important and mysterious figure in the Time Lords’ origin story. It’s the only role in this circus
worth playing. My agent had to literally kill people to get it.’Rose blanched. ‘Really?’Shara
shrugged. ‘Runner-up on Dancing with the Stars. No one minded. But it is my role, and I must
play it. I need to be there to invent time travel. Otherwise, Rassilon can’t betray me and lock me
away in Harmony’s Eye. It will ruin the whole second act!’There was genuine panic on her face.‘I
understand,’ Rose said, as the Auton pushed its stretched-toffee thumb of a head through the
join between the doors, gnarling at them through a melting mouth. And she did understand. It
was Jericho Street all over again. Without Shara saying her lines, nobody else could say
theirs.Rose sighed. ‘I can’t believe I’m saying this but, if you just get me to the control room, I’ll
find my friend. He can stop this, and the show can go on. OK?’Shara nodded, actual tears in her



eyes.She really is very good, Rose thought.‘Thank you,’ Shara whispered. ‘It’s through
here.’They made their way to the second set of double doors across the room, flinching as, inch
by creaking inch, the Auton forced the doors behind them open.Rose’s mind was racing. When
had Gabadine been replaced? The last Autons she had faced hadn’t exactly been experts at
complex mimicry, and you didn’t get more complex mimicry than The Saga of the Time Lords.
How long had they been here? Actors playing actors, waiting for the right person to
arrive.Waiting for the Doctor …Just as Rose had the thought, the elevator pinged. She and
Shara turned to see two human stagehands in dark outfits step into the room. Both stagehands
froze in horror at the sight of the bubbling, snarling Auton halfway through the blocked
doorway.‘Oh, thank heavens,’ Shara said. ‘Gentlemen, please –’Their eyes locked on to
Rose.‘Time Lord,’ they hissed in unison.This time, Rose didn’t wait to get a proper look. She just
bolted, wincing at the liquid sounds of warping flesh behind her.The double doors led out into
another long, dingy corridor with more doors leading off it every few metres. It was some
consolation that The Saga had apparently reached a quiet bit, with a single male voice, rather
than an entire orchestra, rattling the architecture.‘That was Ribald,’ Shara panted beside Rose.
She even ran in a dignified fashion, like a startled flamingo. ‘And Mern. I’ve signed autographs for
them. Ribald puts me in my harness for the scene when I fall into the black hole. I know
them.’‘They’re not who you think they are,’ Rose said. ‘I’m not sure anyone here is.’ Judging by
the size and scale of the production, there could be dozens of Autons out there. Why couldn’t we
have gone to a one-woman show?‘That way!’ Shara said, pointing at a door with a red light
above it as, behind them, their three pursuers burst into the corridor in a chewing-gum tangle of
grasping plastic hands.The control room was small and square, and had that very deliberate
clutter so often present in control rooms and workshops and garages – anywhere that very
serious men and women wore toolbelts and organised screws by size and weight. Rose
recognised it immediately from the TARDIS.Unfortunately, most of the room was covered in
Auton – a great, heaving mass the size of an elephant, if someone had spread an elephant like
butter across one half of the room. Hands stuck out at odd angles. Faces, too – some human-
sized and looking extremely perturbed, and others stretched out across the groaning bulk like
distorted toffee sculptures. It would have been horrific if it hadn’t all been clean and waxy plastic.
As it was, it reminded Rose of the time she had tried to give her dolls a tan by putting them in the
microwave.‘Time Lord!’ it roared through twelve mouths at once. ‘TIME LORD!’‘I’m really not,’
Rose snapped back.There might have been controls somewhere under the throbbing,
gargantuan bulk, but there was no way Rose was going to go fishing for them. Betomax had
pressed herself against the door they had come through, but already her feet were slipping and
scraping as the Autons outside tried to get in.I hate the theatre, Rose thought, then jumped as
something twitched in her jacket. She reached into her pocket and pulled out her plastic ticket. It
was tremoring so fast it was almost a blur.The Auton-beast reared above her, drawing its great,
soupy mass into a tsunami of smooth plastic flesh. The faces that still had eyes narrowed them,
and the mouths that could open screamed at the top of their lungs, ‘TIME LOOOOOORD!’And



then it turned sideways and disappeared.In its place, looking rather dishevelled, was the
Doctor.‘Teleportation,’ he said, then blinked. ‘Sorry. Feels a bit weird if you don’t finish the line.’He
blinked again, blearily, then whipped out his sonic screwdriver to point at the door. There was a
deep clunk as it locked itself. Tentatively, Betomax stepped away. It didn’t budge.‘Much better,’
he said, then shot Rose a wry glance. ‘And some people say the theatre is boring.’Rose threw
her ticket at him.He snagged it out of the air with infuriating grace and held it up to the light.
‘Brilliant things, these. At first, I thought there was a malfunction. But, by the third time I
materialised inside a stationery cupboard, I began to suspect someone was trying to separate
us.’‘Then how –’ Rose began, but the Doctor had already tossed her back the ticket.‘I used the
psychic paper to get us the tickets, and the tickets are all connected to the teleporter array. I
backtracked that link to take control, and to find you. Simple.’ He tapped a finger against his lip.
‘Well, actually, it was incredibly complicated – but that explanation was really simple. Love a
simple explanation.’ He looked a little sheepish. ‘Especially since it covers up the fact that I may
have teleported a very large Auton to a very small stationery cupboard. But that’s a tomorrow
problem.’He suddenly swept by Rose, bending his stork-like frame to gently kiss Shara
Betomax’s hand. ‘Shara Betomax. Loved you as Noon Speranza. You know, I played Omega
myself in a school play once. Female version too, actually –’‘Doctor,’ Rose said. ‘Autons.’‘Yes,’ he
said, suddenly serious. ‘It’s not just the engineers, is it?’‘It could be everyone,’ Rose said.
‘Understudies, stagehands … According to Shara, they’ve all been perfectly normal for ages.
Until –’The door shuddered. The tiles on the floor began to buckle and shift as thick liquid
pushed up from underneath.‘Until a Time Lord arrived,’ the Doctor said. ‘That was the trigger.
The Autons kidnapped these people, replicated them, and have been mimicking them so closely
that they might have genuinely believed they were those people until we showed up. Actors
believing they’re actors. Actors waiting for their cue.’‘This isn’t a play,’ Rose said, watching the
seeping, creeping fluid grow a mouth and snarl. ‘It’s a trap. Waiting for a Time Lord to show up
and spring it.’‘And now there’s who knows how many in between us and the TARDIS,’ the Doctor
said. ‘And Autons don’t stop. They never stop. Shara?’The actor had sunk to the floor, wrapping
her thin arms round herself.‘All that work,’ she said. ‘All those rehearsals. And now it’s all going to
come grinding to a halt in front of a million people …’‘Shara,’ Rose said gently. ‘It isn’t about the
play any more. It’s about –’‘That’s it,’ the Doctor said. ‘Oh, Rose Tyler, you absolute
genius.’‘Thank you,’ Rose said. ‘Wait. What?’‘These Autons have been in deep cover for who
knows how long,’ he explained. ‘Rehearsing, practising, living The Saga of the Time Lords over
and over again to get it right. That kind of complex mimicry leaves an effect. It etches the plastic.
That’s why they’re coming apart so badly. They’re resisting.’‘Doctor, what are you talking
about?’‘You remember what it was like, don’t you?’ he said. ‘Walking that stage, learning those
lines, drilling it again and again until the line between who you are and who you play starts to
blur?’‘I remember freezing,’ Rose said. ‘I remember panicking because I didn’t know what to say
next.’‘I know,’ the Doctor said. ‘And I’m sorry.’‘Why?’‘Because,’ he said, ‘the show must go on.’‘I
don’t like this at all,’ Rose whispered.It turned out that High Gallifreyan robes were extremely



heavy. She had to keep them hitched up so she didn’t trip, and the headdress kept making her
think someone was behind her.‘I’d do it if I could,’ the Doctor said, adjusting her collar one last
time.They’d retreated to the corner of the control room, the floor now shaking and buckling as,
like floodwater, the Autons tried to push through. Even as Rose and the Doctor watched, a tile
popped free and grit-flecked plastic began to ooze from the gap.‘But they sensed the vortex
energy on you. To them, you’re the Time Lord. That’s the role they’ve given you, and you have to
play it. Do you remember your lines?’‘I do.’She’d watched him write them on a scrap of paper,
and he’d reminded her of nothing so much as one of the Autons, his face scarily blank but for the
flickers of something alien moving underneath. The fact that writing those lines – accessing
those memories – had so obviously hurt him was what had made her agree to this in the first
place.Shara Betomax was a lot smaller and frailer without the bulky robe, but the look she gave
Rose was worthy of several empresses.‘You’re going to be fantastic, my darling. Break a leg.’
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OliveArc505, “Enjoy Your Christmas Paradox. My favourite story is the first one as I can't help but
laugh that someone actually thought that Omega's name was "The Hand of Meg." I should start
referring to Omega as Meg from now on, hahaha. The last story was my second favourite
because it mentions Faction Paradox in a 13th Doctor story. Truly that Faction deserves more
coverage in the show and books than what they presently get. All the other stories in between
were also fun of course. All very festive, and I definitely need to give it a reread. I hope you give it
a read yourself!Don't forget to check out the exclusive short story on the official BBC website
titled "Canaries." It was written to promote sales of this book in the form of a missing chapter. It
ties beautifully into this book as well as the whole Time Lord Victorious arc. Be sure to check it
out!”

Alaran, “A paradox is the unanswerable question. From the same author as ‘Twelve Weeping
Angels’, this book is in much of the same vein. It consists of twelve short stories set across the
‘Whoniverse’ which are loosely linked by Christmas elements.Christmas doesn’t necessarily
play a particularly important part in many of the stories, sometimes being little more than a
mention. There is also an influence of the pre-Christmas midwinter festivals/celebrations which
were more of a major theme in ‘Twelve Weeping Angels’.Some stories are, inevitably, more
focussed upon Christmas than others, such as Vastra becoming overly concerned with providing
Jenny with a perfect Christmas even though she doesn’t quite comprehend the concept and
poor little Catherine having a Plasmavore visit on Christmas Eve.One of the highlights of the
collection involves the Doctor taking Davros out for dinner on numerous Christmases. It
wonderfully showcases that trait of endless optimism the Doctor often exhibits as he attempts to
instil some form of Christmas spirit into Davros, of all people, in a vane attempt to make him
change his ways. Every debate between the Doctor and Davros is deliciously entertaining and
this doesn’t disappoint. It also provides the chance to see Davros interact with an incarnation of
the Doctor that he didn’t onscreen.Much like ‘Twelve Weeping Angels’, the Doctor isn’t
massively prevalent in the collection. Across the various tales there is a good mix of him being
the main character, making a brief appearance or not featuring at all. This allows for stories that
concentrate on the adventures of the Paternoster Gang, an example of what Missy gets up to
whilst the Doctor spends his ‘last night’ with River Song on Darillium and a rare occurrence of
Rory and River together as Rory tries to provide his daughter with Christmas dinner in the
Stormcage facility.The paradox theme runs throughout the collection but it is generally a minor
element in certain stories. There is a slight linking of stories through this theme, but this pays off
better in some than others. There isn’t an excessive amount of ‘timey-wimeyness’ and the
stories all work perfectly well on their own.Although not as impressive as ‘Twelve Weeping
Angels’, this is another enjoyable collection of stories with a Christmas fairy tale atmosphere
from the same author.”



Toyman, “A great read for Dr Who fans of all ages. Thoroughly recommend it.. I really enjoyed
this very easy to read collection of short stories. I love Dave Rudden's style; evocative, poetically
descriptive, inventive, authentic to the original characters, funny and thrilling. Sometimes it takes
two or three pages before it's clear which doctor's story it is, but once it's clearly established he
really captures their modes of speech and it's easy to hear the voices of the original actors.
There's references to many of the eras of the series, and Dave clearly knows his Dr Who history.
I now very much look forward to reading his previous collection 'Twelve Weeping Angels' ,12
stories of Dr Who villains.”

martinhw, “Must buy. Excellent Dr who read”

Caz, “Good item. Bought for a gift - a bigger book than I thought, looks really nice quality. Very
happy and I'm sure my friend will enjoy it.”
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